Silica Nano-Networks as Stretches on Segmented SU8 Rods for Sub-Wavelength Photonics
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Abstract

We report an original approach based on a fluidic mechanism involving silica nano-particles that allowed us to design a elaborate set of segmented-optical structures such as arranged clusters of pillars and cross-tapered-waveguides. We show that the association of such complex segmented pre-formed structures can be specifically shaped, by way of coupling nano-fluidics and drying mechanisms. The formation of specific silica nano-patterns or organized networks of silica nano-ridges may be predictable and in perfect agreement with the theory of minimal surfaces dealt with physics of fluids. The interest of such nano-photonic coupling mechanisms has been clearly highlighted thanks to their abilities to build original nano-silica-networks and the specific development of new filters based on resonant tunnelling effects between multi-nano-ridges.
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1. Introduction

The main purpose of nano-optical-connections is to convey optical signals with a quite higher wavelength than the dimensions of a given optical waveguide arranged several wavelengths in the distance. Due to their noticeably high shape ratio (length/lateral-dimension), nano-waveguides structures as nanowires [1,2], nanotubes [3], nanoridges [4] and so on, present promising properties for optical components, especially light routing, nano-connections and networks. Thus, sub-wavelength waveguides are of great interest for investigation on sub-micronic propagation and optical nano-coupling mechanism between specific structures [5]. Regarding silica materials, various techniques based on new productions in materials science together with original processes proved the adequacy to develop hybrid integrated photonics and to obtain a noticeable nano-sized confinement marked with a spatial resolution around twenty times smaller than the proceeding wavelength [1-4]. Then, the ability to prepare silica nano-connections may open new opportunities for implementing low-dimensional silica materials. In a previous work [4], we have presented a fluidic mechanism coupled with silica nanoparticles so as to design single nano-ridge waveguides with two classical optical coupling configurations between organic straight-rib waveguides. In this paper, we highlight the great interest to process with such kind of nano-fluidic and dynamic dry devices. Indeed, being widened they come up as suitable to develop various and complex nano-connections with multi-sub- lambda branches and nano-networks between adequate segmented elements (tapers, pillars, rods). One of the key points is clearly that the pattern of such nano-networks as stretches on the abovementioned segmented elements is directly predictable and in perfect agreement with the theory of minimal surfaces dealt with classical physics of fluids [6]. Moreover, in such a complex nano-network, we have characterized the expected nano-optical coupling with a sub-wavelength routing propagation regime directly on the integrated chip.

2. Silica Sub-Wavelength Connections and Networks Based on a Fluidic Approach Based on a Minimal Surface at Nanoscale

Considering our processes and materials, relevant devices can be developed: They basically rely on a guided-
wave proceeding on a (100) silicon substrate coated with a specific SiO$_2$ layer first obtained by thermal oxidation of the silicon wafer, yielding 1 µm in thickness with an index value $n_{SiO_2}$ close to 1.45 at visible and IR wavelengths. The organic SU8 film (whose higher refractive index 1.56 at such wavelengths is most suited for a guiding layer ranging around [1-10] µm in thickness), is deposited by spin coating and cured to remove the solvent according to convenient steps of temperature [7]. By way of UV-lithography, 40 s with UV light source (200 mJ/cm$^2$) and a similar baking modus to cross-link the polymer, adequate taper-waveguides and rod-pillars patterns defined on a mask are copied on the SU8 guiding layer. Then, a generic development process with the specific SU8 developer (MicroChem®) allows us to obtain versatile structures prior to operate a mandatory post-baking (200°C-2 h) so as to stabilize the SU8 global patterns several micrometers in thickness.

A specific mixture made of a sodium-dodecyl-sulfate surfactant (SDS) plus water is prepared with a concentration in silica beads (from Ludox®) ranging around 5%. The global solution of SDS with silica beads is deposited by way of a µl-syringe onto a thin cover glass plate (devoted to optical microscopy). Then, the whole structure is turned down and carefully deposited onto the SU8 tapers and rod-pillars waveguides making up the optical chip patterns. Then, the nano-silica fluid can be strained between the elements of organic-structures: To this end, a drying mechanism is operated several minutes so as to shape a complex nano-network of silica nano-ridges, typically ranging around [50-100] nm in width, whose configuration is totally defined by the physics of fluids.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) represent optical microscopy images respectively obtained by differential interference contrast (DIC) and scanning electron treatments of the nano-silica-connections after being stretched by drying fluid processes between the segmented SU8-tapers and -pillars. It may be noted as a key point, that with such a nanoscale scope, the formation of the specific silica nano-patterns or organized networks of silica nano-ridges is in perfect agreement with the theory of minimal surfaces provided with the mechanics of fluids. So, the nano-shape between the fourth rod pillar defined by two points and the couple of the three nano-ridges that emerge directly from both points at an angle of 120° (Figure 1(b)) may be observed as a typical example: It is a specific shape accounting for a minimal surface [6] as regards a straight nano-ridge, if we consider the radii of the local curvature of the interface that tends to infinity with Laplace's equation. The interest of such processes and nano-fluidic mechanisms is clearly highlighted. Thanks to their ability to shape original nano-silica-networks, with a significant building potential in the third direction between more complex 3D-organic-light coupling and Sub-wave-length Propagation

Relevant photonic characterizations have been achieved by way of micro-injection processing with a specific optical bench so as to assess the performance of the obtained nano-network design related to the nano-fluidic and minimal surface theory. Such a micro-optical injection bench consists of a laser source operating at 670 nm and micromanipulators associated with objectives so as to drive an upstream monomode optical field in the segmented SU8 taper operating as an integrated source connected with the downstream nano-network ridges. Hence, the excitation of the optical mode of the first SU8 taper-waveguide structure with its relevant nano-optical
Figure 2. Photograph of a nano-optical coupling observed between the pre-formed SU8 tapers-pillars highlighting the sub-wavelength propagation regime located inside the silica nano-ridges for injection laser wavelengths 670 nm. The image and graphs in the lower part depict the cross-sectional view and light intensity profiles of the optical field detected by a camera CCD respectively at the end of the SU8 waveguide opposite to the taper-injection, and with both perpendicular silica nano-ridges.

Figure 3. Upper-view and (zoom) of the nano-optical coupling located on the nano-patterns and sub-wavelength propagation area; the minimal surface or silica-nano-connections are shown with the black solid lines between the pillars.

sub-wavelength propagation through the minimal surface silica network depicted in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). Then, such effective propagation and nano-coupling mechanisms have been validated into complex silica nano-net works fabricated with nanofluidic processes.

4. Conclusion

We have validated the experimental mainstays regarding a hybrid-organic/inorganic-materials approach, based on combining a system of specific fluids loaded with nano-particles together with adequate organic integrated optical processes: Then we have demonstrated the ability to shape complex silica 2D-nano-networks as stretches arranged on segmented pre-formed SU8 rods-pillars and tapers devoted to sub-wavelength photonics. The formation of such specific silica patterns at nanoscale, or organized networks of silica nano-ridges, may be totally predictable and in total agreement with the so-called theory of minimal surfaces addressed by physics of fluids.

Considering micro-optical injection, specific coupling mechanisms allowed us to observe a sub-wavelength propagation regime into operative silica nano-connections, a network being arranged upon a set of pre-formed-patterned rods/tapers. Such reproducible technologies come up as a low-cost and interesting solution to shape versatile and complex 3D-nano-networks for future nano-optical routing schemes by using advanced and selective technical-lithographies on previously pre-formed organics.
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